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no ore 

-, 
denies that hu^an interaction is complex. But while aivinc lirfr service,\, . % . r \

to that notion, in the past researchers most often pursued simplistic i^vestica
'^-itions, reducing complexity by ignoring relevant -variables, making'global
iables , making' global ratios,'
. 


examining behavior at only one moment in*'time, and so or. We now know that isJ
 

S ' 9 * 
\ . . \


ic are ever to understand the nature of human interaction in general,'or, the mother-


child relation in particular, more sophisticated research strategies -- which
. r
» ''. *

take account of the real-life complexity of social interaction are nece-srary. 

And judging by the sizable number of papers and symposia at this conference that 


are addressing these issues, sue!) strategies are being formulated. r-.!o douBt a 


host of r.ex-/ metnods, procedures, end techniques will emerge. The preteenc paper 


sucgescs just three, and illustrates their use in a recent study of interactions 


betwee.-v mothers and their 3-18 month old children (SRCD Xonogranh #153, 1973)_ ' 


1. The first strategy is that of operationalizing complex concepts,-- l^hat 


is, of defining loose, fuzzy, or global concepts behaviorally and quantitatively. 


There are many concepts" in the literature on. mdher-child interaction like 4 


vintecactjion" :tself, or "warmth", "sensitivity", "sociability", "appropriateness", 1 


V "effectiveness" that are undoubtedlyU3real components of human behavior, but
 

v/hich have ambiguous or unspecified meanings. Unless there is .agreement about what
 

tViey rr.ean and about how they are translated into qoncrete behaviors, concensus*' "..' x 

among observer^ let alone between investigators, is'problematic. .
 

The sloppy but significant concept I have selected to use in illustrating
 

how this strategy might be apnlfted is ".maternal res,nonsiveness". This is currently
-.- '.* ' ' ,. '.'-

a popular variable, and- one posited by some psychologists as the critical dimension
 

of*.Ttiat«rnal care. But can one just go out and observe "reasonsiveness""? I suggest 


that one cannot at'least .not in'Viat' "form. The congept must first be* defined 


benaviorally. Qf course there are many ways of doing that --"at least as many
 



 

  

    
    

   

 

  

  
  

2. .
 

as there ate researchers 0 -- and I offer fop illustration just one.


   '
 

Critical to this definition" *;as-that the\measure be .based on continuous and 


contingent interaction between^ mother and^hjild. The first step was, ther^forej, 

to devis^a scheme for observing and recording 'the simultaneous and sequential
 

mother and childi. The economically feasible and observational'ly 


practical scheme arrived at involved -using_ 2-columned stenographers notebooks in 

* 




'
 

"Which observers wrote short^abbreviations for particular kinds of behavior -as
 
' '- , * f * \ .
 

the behaviors occurred. The mother's behaviors were recorded in, the left column, 


- " /
the child's in the right; simultaneous behaviors on thfe same line, sequential/
 

behaviors on alternate liner.. Thus the record showed interactive'or reciprocal 


sequences o~f maternal''and child behaviors. «The observer also noted on the record 


"'10-second intervals- af the sound of a '5wser~. so there was a temporal-dimension

C-?
 

to the rlscoEd, as *elK The, maternal arid child'behavior oinits thus recorded \, 


included such discrete behaviors as looks, smiles, shows, takes, touches, holds,
 

and so on -- behaviors that were en a,non-inferential level and one of high inter-

O * s ' .
 

4 observer, reliability.' * 

A .
 

k The'second step was to code the recorded observations to produce a resr:on
s/ ' ' " .
r-iveness measure. The general nlan was to transform the observations into a table


 of contingencies: .that is, when the child did a certain specific behavior, what 


' did the mother do'within the next 10 or 20 seconds? Rather than doinc cotr.-lete
 
? 


' ^.contingency tables For every possible "combination of maternal and child behaviors t 
* * 	 ' *
 

-Oinc'e'H/e were just interested at this point in getting some measure or measures
 

of"maternal resoonsiveness, v/e took some shortcuts'. First, from all the infant
 
* . - -	 ' ' V ' ' 
behaviors that had been recorded, we selected 4, se^: that were clearly exprersive


" * ''
 
or'sicnal behaviorsi like smiles, vocalizes,, cries, or makes a vocal or gestural
* - " ' . ' 	 / * "
 

( /"
deman4. Then', on the basis of reason and .common sense, we decided wh-ici/-^articular
it h * f 

maternal behaviors, when they followed each of these expressive behaviors, would
 



  

  
  

  

 ff-ual/ify as "rf*'b<rcnr.iv<e;''. "For example, Jwi\en-the child cried or fretted because he 
 '
 
T '   A » .
  : -''' i +< ' 	   I
 , had ce,*n'^hys:.callv nurt, it seemed reasonable that annrorriate resnonsive maternal
 

behAyiqrr. wpuid be; ctapes to the child., holds, hues, kisses, nhysically soothes., 
. 


.   ' cc.,attef.Cy to'-t'Ae.-hucr. If the child called the mother, a^rro-riate releases
 

\ v/ere:corss £o"' the . cnilfc,*- looks at .
 or soeaks to the child". And -o .on,
 
-for the'entire s^t of expressive child, behaviors selected.
 
In general,^res-ensive maternal 'behaviors '.-.-ere lim.rted to thor^e that were
 

and clearlv eiicited*-by the child's behavior. The maternal consecueVits'of each
*" ' "...-' .' ",' ' 

recorded occurrence of the sele*^:ed infant behaviors wer« thur= exa.-nir.ed and scored
 

x
 
to get* meacureSof the proportion of these infant behaviors to which the mother
 

'. 4 . » 

made .-o.-,o (I~r.cdi3.te, ar.nrc'-riate) re.-s^on.'re. ' . ' 

_ , The tr.ird ccer v.'as.to 
V 

coniaine' 
« 

these specific nornortionr. 
^*
 

into -.ora gor.eral 
' 	 '.   -	 ** 
..T.caciices 1 of rccponnive*ecc.. The question then v/as, maternal .respcnriveness to v.'!"Ot?
 

it seer.ied'sensible, in view of how the cor.ce.ptiH^Ad been used^irT'the < literature,
. A ,..."" i
 
to r.ake one measure a combined score of responses to all expressive child behaviors.
 

/ 
 '
 

. 
   Sut tnat ignored the nossibili'Sy that some mothers might respond instantaneously 


every ti^e tae infant cried, but would ign'ore social signals like sni'lino and 
 

vccalj zLr.g. Therefore, we calculated tv/o other mearures: resronsiveness t6 dint.rsr-s
 
  ' ,. 
   . 	 and demand and respon.«=iveness to r.oci,al express ions,'_ by combining .scorer: for
 

behavior in these categories. ' 
     w
 

Thur we ended up with "a concept that has r.ome general connotative meanings
 
*, ' ' " 


for most of uc, interpreted and translated by one investigator, and sperationalized

* 
 -	 .and other investigation;-..


.into a quantitative measure that c^uld be used in further analyses. "-This strategy
 

* of operationalizing concepts can be and was also fruitfully applied to other 
-

t , 
 ' 
concents like "maternal warmth,, effectiveness, rejection, and so on in order to


 T bridge the gap between snecific measurable behaviors that observers can agrte on, 


and more abstract or general concepts that have greater theoretical significance,
 
* 	 * 
 *
 

utility, _and meaningfulness. 	 ...
 

http:v.'as.to
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2. But defining and quantifying"behavioral concepts is only one r.tpr in the process

/   ' l . I -.
   of dealing with- the cpmple::it/ of mother-child interaction. A second. general


*"« 
research strategy 


-.


I ha^e labelled analyzing ''static" complexity. There 
N 


has

   » .' 

  been in the past, if not still', a tendency for each 
* 

investigator to include in

J ^ *
 ^


hi#.- research cn.lv a relatively small number of variables -- cut of- convenience or
V ' ':"''.   ' ' 
 /
theoretical per~uasi.cn-. Thus one investigator would measure maternal '.-/armth.


-''"'" > ' t (-notfrever he defined .
it) .ar.d correlate it.with in'fant crying; another would assess
 
' ' parental discipline   <   and ' a
relate it to cognitive ° i_
/development; a third, <^vould concern


' ' ' V ' \ '- '' ' himself ' "
v/ith the relation between maternal warmth and children's 10. .And quite ̂ 


 ~.ossibly, all these investigators, would '» find significant 1 . .Correlations^ ' * Fallacious
  '*/'..

debater, about v/nb was right, sbout whether ki'ds 1 intellectual development is


  i - _-'..- -''-.related to r,iaeernal v;armth cj; to parental discipline, have sometimes ensued, ' ori- . .   '     '

at least . been r implied, /' ' in -the literature. *   One attempt   to resolve . such 

involved 
- debate


''/iewing -discipline in an emot-iop.al context and therefore including 
/


both
" " ' ' "

d warmth in- subsequent investigations. The second genera}, research
 

strategy J- ^ Proposing is an e:ctensio*i of that kind of attempt. It suggests tha
 

'n studying mother-cnild'i-vteractio^ a ^ide range of maternal and child variables --


tanning as many aspects of jeehavior as possible   be measured in the same invest-^ 


jgation.''And that rather than looking at individual correlations between variables,
 

these measures then.be submitted to multivariate ."statistical, analyser, in order

i- .   . . 
 . . L
to uncover broad, f^atterns of behavior v/hich woul4>T.ore likely reflect our <zorn->le;<
 

human natures^
    
* \ 
   . ' - * '


Again, this v/as & 'strategy ufted in the present study. A great' number of 


.variables were irifcluded, measured in .different settings and using varied procedures.
 

They tapped the child's cognitive skills, exploration, social and emotional be
  '   . '


havior , and language development;, they included the mother's .age, verbal IO,

1
  talkativeness, * knowledge   iabout chjjld development, attitude toward the child, and
 

her emotional, physical, controlling, and playful behavior with 
, 

the child.

'^ ' 
   ' 

These 
* 
measures were submitted 

< 

to multivariate statistical 

  
procedures 
* 

v/hich 
/

reduced


i 

otiooe : T
 



, » 

  
      

  

  
  

     

v 

I 

th'en to a much smaller nu-nber oP variables and which ^reflected empirically related 

patterns o^behavior, The technique ustfd-was factor analysis, (teiich . /as % "erfcrrned 

        . * 
for maternal and child variables separately. > i .  

factor analysis is"*no' 'the only or' necesr.arily the beet tnultivariate "'rococKIre 

V ' 
  
that cart be a-.p-lXed to the study of 3'>other-child interaction.   But it demonstrated 

one were ne very,ver^ sigr.Ificantsignificant resultresult inin thisthis studv.studv. WhenWhen all the child .-variables 
' * * /' '» ' * i ' 


factor analyzed, .one -very powerful factot appeared, that r.ubsumed all the measures.
 

schema 
    'of children's competence. 'It included measures.of. object permanence and 

development, mature p%lav with, toys, language comprehension*,and' production, the/ ' 


Rayley^ Mental Test .score*,' and the child's attachment, positive -emotion, looking,
 

. and vocalizing ,.tc 'the mother^ When fr.atej^rtal variables ^ere analyzed ih the same wa,y,
  , """,.*
 

again it turned out that all the behaviors previous investigators had suggested,
 

factor,
 were nart "of "good mothering' formed one complex factor. We called thi^ 

"optimal maternal care". -- and'it included looking at and talking tp the child,
 

being- responsive to-distress and social expressions, playing with objects, arxirop

' .
v ' 

riateness or effectiveness of behavior with objects, expressing positive affect
 

- _i * \
 
and suppressing negative affect. It is almost'needless to'eay that ;vhen a second
 

. namely regression analysis ' - . -toM«*Vr, 

taultivariate-analysis/was perfpr^ed on maternal and. child factor scoresA these two
 

patterns of child competence and optimal maternal care were'found to be most ;
 
* * f . *
 

highly and significantly related . So it's easy to see how controversies between
 

investigators who examined differe/nt> variables or sets of variables could, arise.
 
' * 
* 1


' - - , , " -


The point to be made here is that of course investigators can 'measure a couple of
 

^ ' N . - ' ;* y- 
isolated variables and get a significant correlation, but thev. can say nothing/
r
.-, , _ 3 -y i 


' about.the relative importance of that relationship unless it*is viev/ed in .the
 

context of.the whole complej< pattern of maternal care and child behavior. .
 
* 
» .« ' » ' . " '". " 


\
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- ' 	 '*.': . "' 
\3. 	 riow even if ir.Vestications do include complex- multivariate analvr.es of wide 

1 ' ' ' 	 ' 
arrays of representative variable.--., as long as they're examined simultaneously, 

- that only rrobes the static 'coranlejcity of mother-child interaction. There' s a 
*r /' 	 ~^ 


. /, \ fc ' 	 ' -- frv '
 
very imrortanf dimension missing,*end that is development or change. The third
 v.
 

v general research strategy I'd like to describe, therefore, ir. one which attonots
 

f ') ' - ". - ' 

to nrobe this dynamic complexity. /It involves examining behavior .oatterns and
 

mother-child relations ar. they change over time. The first step in the.quest for 


cause-and-effectf-or directional influences is a longitudinal design notnec-


ersarily a lifelong longitudinal des,ign,'but one which assesses the mothe,r-c'riild

 » ' * ' 	 *
 

interaction at at least two rpints in time. The second ste^_of the r.tra'tegy is 


to analyse observations-of the' interacti6n as it changes from time 1 to time
 

'2. A statistical technique that is_useful for such'analysis is the cross-lagged
* 	 «"'..
 

panel correlation.. * > . * ' .
 

V/hen maternal and child behaviors are both measured twice, this leads'to
 
* . * * 	 *
 

' <1 sets -of -variables. The correlations betv/een simultaneous maternal-and child '
'*''.£'' 	 " '
 
variables., at oitner tine^ are the contemporaneous correlations; .correlations
 

-	 betv/een 'material or child variables across time are the autocorrelations. The
 

» . * * . - ''. "* i - ,» . 

third kind^of correlati9n is between maternal variables at one time" and child 


' ".« - - "'' - " 

variabl-as at the other. . These, are the. cross-lag-red correlations. They are useful
 

because if the two crc-Vs-lagged correlations for any '-air of maternal and child
 
V. 	 t. ' - -' < 


' ^beriaviors v/hen compared are significantly different from each other, tjhis suggests.
 

that the temnoral relation implied by the larger correlation coefficient is the ^ 


;causal direction. That is, if you want to know whether the mother's behavior is , .
 
' . 


A* * * *
 

causing the child's or vice versa, you 'can examine the?se pairs of -correlation.-,
/' **'*' ~ 	 t ' " °
 ' ' '' ' 	 "*
 
.' and if the corretatiort between a maternal behavior at time 1 and a-child behavior
 

' i . ' .' '
 
*' ' ' f * " 
-. -' at time 5 is significantly-greater than tne: onposiie-x cross-lagged correlation,
 

* » 	 9
 

4'that 4 is., between .the"child's behavior'at time 1 anfl'the'maternal bejnavior'at

"' ' . < 

time 2, then the logical inference.iS that that maternal behavior is influencing
 
i.*** 	 «l* ***'.
 

the child^s development more than, the reverse. This is only the first st-e,6 in the
 

http:inference.iS
http:analvr.es


      r r 	 . i ' '
* - x i . . ' '	 - s- * (..
 

  

  

nrocess; the rest involves consideration.of other rlausible'cfeusal hypotheses-     

and elimination zf those for which there is 20 statistical evidence, primarily by*


exa.TvLninq fhe ether correlations involved. It is difficult to describe these 
 ,
  . ' ) ' " *
rr.aninulaticr.s briefly, and I refer you once mere to the monpcraph for a fuller
 

descrir-.ticn, examples, and references. > 
   * " ' ' t 


To iliu.-.trate 
~* * 


the/usefulness of the cross-lagged, 
9 

correlation 
*
 

procedure,


I shall ju.st mention that when the data in- the, study, of mother-child interaction in


9-18^mor.th old children^ were thus analyzed, two -suggestive and interesting patterns'
'. - *"'     . /":.of influence in "the mother.-chi'l.d relation*.-arneared. One pattern was related to : ' 

children'- intellectual development; 1-t seen.- that*, at iea^t over thV*-eriod from
 

II to *17 ^loriths, certain maternal behaviors,, namely verbal And r.ocial r-tir.iulation', .
 

" 

 

 

{ 


 

i
 

	* 

 

 

'
N
 

;?o*::itive er.o'tion, contingent 'res-onsiveness . to social * 	 behavior (although ' ' '
 not to

 ' 
 * 	   - .'

/distress), and the amount of time mother snenas ̂ laying with the child, have a rositive


: 
 ' 


\ effect on the* 
' 

child's overall - : ' . ' . 	 * ' t ;- -.-,,/ . 


cf. relations for children's social beh-avio« (looking, srnill.-hg, vccalizinc) ,^ however, 

a different pattern cf.influence v;as suggested. Jr. this area, it was»ciear that
 

, 
 the child v/as the causal agent. The rsfcre he r.miled, vocali~cd,. or looked at his
' * 	 .'
 
mother, ajLll rr.onthr/'the nore nosi^ivcj, attentive, 'and responsive v/as .-he 6'months
 

  later. This clearly demonstrates; the'.dynanic-recirrocitv of rr.othcr-child .interaction.

.In 1975, I suspect^'our ccnsciou.-nesse.s have beert sufficiently raised that 


everyone aclcno^ledges that mother-child interaction is cbmnlex, ,dynamic, and" bi-


directionally reciprocal. The more research we do,, the more we discover how truly
 

,comt:lek. Let us be challenged,-not'dismayed, by that comnlexity, and continue 


t& look for and to a^nly new and .sophisticated research methods to augment our 
,
 
» 	 ' *. , "* .
 

understanding of the comnlexity of mother-child interaction. 
 ,
' " ' 	   *
'   \
 

intellectual^ development, 'vhen \-/e examined the pattern




 




'

. *
 
'" "* \ 


 

' :,. 	 ' >' 
-^. 	 » ^ T, , j -. .
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